7 ways that the gig economy and digital technology are transforming CXM

What is Arise Gig-CX?
Arise is disrupting the CX industry
by combining two powerful assets

Virtual-First

The
Arise® CX
Platform

Secure

Digital

A network of 70K+
experienced gig-economy
Service Partners running
their own business

Intelligent

Scalable

How Arise Gig-CX works
Flexible
scheduling
means Service
Partners
deliver up to

Service Partners

choose your
Brand

Brands schedule
capacity in

30-minute
intervals

on the
Arise® Platform

Service Partners
complete
Brand
certification

90%

utilization

reducing workforce
needs by

14%

BPO CX

The breadth of
the Service Partner
network allows
for up to

200%
intraday
flex

VS Arise Gig-CX

BPO
Geographically-sourced contact center
workers with limited experience

8-hour blocks drive underutilization
and abandons in same day

Limited intraday flex of 20%
based on staffing levels
Hybrid mix of contact center and WFH
agents drives inconsistent performance

Arise Gig-CX
Professional Service Partners with industry and
CX expertise work in a virtual environment

30-minute intervals allow for capacity to be
scheduled directly on the volume curve

Thousands of Service Partners available
on demand reducing costs by 52%
Virtual-first technology and Service Partner
network designed to deliver secure
performance at reduced costs
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The Arise Gig-CX difference
#1 The Talent Pool
There is no labor shortage
in the gig economy

38 million

Gig workers looking for
flexible part-time opportunities

33% growth
Projected gig worker
increase by 2025
– Upwork ‘21

Why people are moving to gig work

More
control

26.1%

Passionate
about
role

28.4%

Flexible
schedule

28.8%
– ADP ‘21

The Arise Network of 70,000+ gig economy Service Partners
Agents working for
Service Partners

87%

Women-owned businesses

38

~60%

79%

Average
age

College
experience

CX
experience

55%

Minority-owned businesses

Arise results
Extensive
Service
Partner
network

Consistently
rated

#1 in
CSAT

utilization

Allows for quick
scalability
and extreme flex

Service Partners
work ~15 hours a
week staying fresh
and energetic

The Arise support
systems ensure
a total focus
on customers

+30%
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The Arise Gig-CX difference
#2 Disruptive Scheduling
Neither satisfied
or dissatisfied

22%

Somewhat
dissatisfied

Extremely
dissatisfied

Consumers not satisfied
with Customer Care

0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10%
– Arise | The Truth About Customer Care ’21

Agent
knowledge

13%

Response
and hold
time

Agent
attitude

17%

45%

Top 4 reasons people
are frustrated
with customer care

Getting to a
live person

25%

– Arise | The Truth About Customer Care ’21

Arise StarmaticTM Scheduling reinvents capacity planning
8-hour shifts

Periods of
underutilization
and abandons
Limited ability to
flex capacity

30-minute intervals

BPO CX

VS

Arise
Gig-CX

The exact capacity
needed in every half hour

Flex capacity in real time up
or down based on volume

Arise results
Up to
200%

-4.8%

-17%

Breadth of Service
Partner Network
allows for on-demand
intraday flex

The ability to schedule
capacity in smaller
increments drives
down abandons

Overall cost reduction
by eliminating
unproductive time in
low volume periods
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The Arise Gig-CX difference
#3 Agent Productivity
34%

37%

9.6%

94%

Call hold times
increase in the
last year

Time spent in
after call work

Avg. service
desk call
abandonment
rate

Percentage of
consumers that
say response
time is
important

-HBR

-Five9

-MetricNet®

– Arise

Impact across traditional BPOs
Response times are the #1 frustration of consumers

Say it takes
4 to 10+ minutes
to get an agent
in voice calls

54%

46%

Say it takes
4 to 10+ minutes
to get an agent
in live chat

– Arise | The Truth About Customer Care ’21

Arise differentiators
Greater Maturity

Sophisticated Performance
Management Platform

Service Partner agents
are older, more mature,
and deliver more
efficient care

keeps agents feeling supported
and engaged to improve AHT
and CSAT ratings

Rigorous Certification &
Knowledge Management

Arise® Digital Companion

supports Service Partners through
conversational AI, NLP, and RPA to
reduce time spent in servicing and
after-call-work

ensures greater understanding of
Brand content and systems and
drives exceptional quality

Arise results
Up to

90%
Utilization per
30-minute interval

-14%
Reduction in
traditional BPO FTE
requirement through
greater productivity

Up to

43%
Reduction in cost
using Gig-CX Service
Partners with a 30%
utilization increase
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The Arise Gig-CX difference
#4 Capacity Flex
Outdated BPO scheduling models accept failure in underutilization and abandons

abandons

underutilization

7AM

8AM

abandons

Contact Volume

9AM

10AM

underutilization

underutilization

11AM

12PM

1PM

2PM

3PM

4PM

5PM

5PM

7PM

8PM

9PM

Traditional 8-hour shift

Arise schedules in 30-minute intervals to deliver capacity directly to the volume need

Greater flexibility in planning
More efficiency utilization

Contact Volume

7AM

8AM

9AM

10AM

11AM

12PM

1PM

2PM

3PM

4PM

5PM

5PM

7PM

8PM

9PM

The breadth of the Service Partner network allows Arise to deliver 200% Intraday Flex
Unexpected volume spike
capacity on demand

Improved utilization and reduction in FTE
can drive 37% of costs out of the business

Unexpected volume drop
reduce capacity on demand

Contact Volume

7AM

8AM

9AM

10AM

11AM

12PM

1PM

2PM

3PM

4PM

Arise differentiators
70k+ Gig-CX Service Partners
in the network

5PM

7PM

8PM

Arise results
Up to

200%

Capacity not impacted
by weather or disasters

Intraday flex delivered to
clients during COVID-19 2020

Total delivery of forecasted
capacity YTD 2021

Sophisticated scheduling and
communications technology
Up to

Highly flexible workforce able to jump
into the queue at a moment’s notice

5PM

15%

114%

Cost savings based on
the ability to flex up capacity
without overstaffing

9PM
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The Arise Gig-CX difference
#5 Virtual Learning

20% of all

#1 driver

new learners resign
within 45 days due to

of CX-driven
Brand loyalty is

agent
knowledge

poor learning
experiences

-Arise, The Truth
About Customer Care, 2021

-Isaac Leung

Why Brands need a solid virtual learning program

#1

58%

Driver of CX-driven
loyalty is agent
knowledge

89%

Customers need more
than one contact to
resolve an issue

Escalations to a
supervisor are due
to lack of agent
knowledge

-Arise, The Truth About Customer Care, 2021

Arise differentiators
Learning journeys designed
specifically to drive
performance outcomes

Virtual-First Instructors
speed time to proficiency

Curated content to drive
desired behaviors across
all Service Partners

Learning platforms offer
holistic education and drive
achievement of KPIs

Arise results
154%
Learner growth
YOY

Up to

Up to

40%

30%

Decrease in
curriculum time

Decrease in speed
to proficiency
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The Arise Gig-CX difference
#6 Quality
1 in 5

1 in 4

Consumers are not satisfied
with agent knowledge

Consumers are not satisfied
with agent attitude

– Arise | The Truth About Customer Care ’21

The Arise® Platform supports Service Partners to drive quality

Flexible
schedules
Mature Gig-CX
workers

Pass rigorous
certifications

Professional and
industry experience

Brand affinity

Arise® Digital
Companion

Social platform
for support

Service
Partners in
the Arise
Network

Industry-leading
virtual learning

Automated security
checks at every interval

Real-time
chat assistance

Technology
validation

Arise results
#1 in
CSAT

+34%

+6%

Consistently rated
across multiple
Fortune 100 Brands

NPS improvement
for major
FinTech Brand

Revenue increase
based on reducing
abandons and
improving CSAT/NPS
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The Arise Gig-CX difference
#7 Cost
Be There:

70K+ Gig-CX Service Partners
and their agents working
virtually reinvent
workforce management

Up to 200% intraday flex
reduces traditional BPO
overstaffing costs by 52%

Gig workers
have more
flexible
schedules

Scheduling
efficiencies
optimize
occupancy

On-Demand
technology
delivers Service
Partners during
volume spikes

Agents working for
Service Partners

~60% have
college
experience

Average
age 38

Supported by
industry-leading
virtual learning
and performance
management

79%
have CX
experience

Be Efficient:
Drive down cost with
more efficient Gig-CX

Be Aware:

Professional Service Partners,
supported by cutting
edge systems,
deliver better quality

Improved quality
can increase
revenue by 6%

Your Brand pays for

customer
engagement

Improving utilization
up to 30% can reduce
staff by 14%

not
administration

Gig-CX cost
transformation
with Arise Virtual
Solutions

Realize a

32%

reduction in
overall cost
with Arise

